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Use Cases

Neural Solvers: Solving Partial 
Differential Equations with neural 
networks powered by PyTorch

Neural Solvers is a framework for solving partial differential 
equations (PDEs) and inverse problems using physics-informed
neural networks (PINNs) which are continuous and mesh-free
solvers. We implemented data parallelism in terms of the Horovod
framework. It accelerates the training of PINNs and achieves near
to ideal speed-up on multi-GPU regimes. 

A PyTorch Library for solving Partial Differential Equations with Neural Networks
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Our benchmarks show that the speed-up (weak 
scaling) is ideal for up to 180 Nvidia V100 GPUs. We 
used the Taurus machine of Technische Universität 
Dresden for our training benchmarks.

Monitoring
Training of physics-informed neural networks can be
challenging. Neural Solvers provides automatic 
monitoring of training via Weights & Biases and 
Tensorboard to have insight into model gradients, 
the convergence of loss terms, and prediction quality. 

Parallel Inference and Visualization

Simulation of  a Gaussian laser pulse with 
Neural Solvers visualized with the 

ParaView Plugin

Neural Solvers is 
constructed for Real-world 
applications. Neural Solvers  
provides a parallel inference 
pipeline to maximize the 
impact of fast neural 
network inference. Results 
getting visualized via 
ParaView Plugin

Stabilization Mechanisms

Adaptive sampling in Neural Solvers 
for the 1D Heat Equation. 

The training of PINNs can 
suffer from competing 
gradients, catastrophic 
forgetting, or the curse 
of dimensionality. Neural 
Solvers stabilizes the 
training process by using 
gradient projection method, 
gradient or NTK-based 
annealing, and adaptive 
sampling. 

Optimization

PINNs learn a coordinate representation of the solution. Finding this
solution is reformulated into an optimization problem. Its goal is to
minimize the corresponding PDE loss by training the PINN to solve an 
initial value problem.

Neural Solvers provides suitable network architectures for PINN
training. Including MLP, Fourier Feature Networks, SIREN and
trainable activation functions. Furthermore, we include
GatedPINN a neural network architecture which uses domain
decomposition to accelerate PINN training.

Neural Network Architectures
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import PINNFramework as pf

#define a sampler
sampler = pf.LHSSampler()

def pde(x, u): # define pde as a function of x and u
...

# define a geometry
geometry = pf.NDCube(lb,ub,args.nf,args.nf_batch,sampler)

pde_loss = pf.PDELoss(geometry, pde, name=“PDE“)

ic_dataset = InitialConditionDataset(...) # Initial Condition as torch.utils.Dataset
Ic = pf.InitialCondition(dataset=ic_dataset)

model = pf.models.MLP(input_size=2, output_size=2, hidden_size=100, num_hidden=4)
pinn = pf.PINN(model,input_size=2, output_size=2, pde_loss=pde_loss,initial_condition=ic)
wandb = pf.WandbLogger('project name')
pinn.fit(50000, 'Adam', 1e-3, logger=wandb) # Set epochs, optimizer,learning rate and logger
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